Introduction
While being one of the most cost-effective algorithms for tracking maneuvering targets, the IMM filter [3, 15, 11 may still have quite large peek errors during transition between dominant models. Thus in cases of tracking intensively maneuvering targets the overall estimation error may be considerable.
This study proposes and investigates an enhancement of the IMM estimation (referred to as smoothing-enhanced IMM or SE-IMM), especially during transitional regimes, at the expense of a reasonable increase in computation. It is based on the idea that the IMM recursive cycle can be improved by N-step-back MM smoothing. For this purpose an approximate multiple-step-back IMM smoothing (IMMS) algorithm is provided. Generally, the SE-IMM operates as follows: at each time step after the IMM cycle is completed, an N-step-back MM smoother (e.g., IMMS) is used to obtain the smoothed model-conditional estimates ' Research Supported in part by ONR grant N00014-00-1-0677, NSF grant ECS-9734285, and NASALEQSF grant (2001-4)-01.
at some previous time step. Then the IMM filter is reinitialized with these smoothed estimates starting from that reference moment. The underlying support for this idea stems from the fact that the IMM is highly nonlinear and re-estimating the initial condition of the filter based on the current data is effective in terms of accuracy. Simply put, a good re-initialization of the IMM plays a key role for a more accurate calculation of model likelihoods and probabilities, which enables a faster response to model changes and thus reduces peak errors. Furthermore, to maintain a minimum overall computational load, the SE-IMM scheme is applied only during the most critical regimes in which the dominant model changes. This requires incorporation of a suitable model change detection mechanism into the overall decision-estimation scheme. A cumulative sums (CUSUM)-type statistical test is formulated and employed for the problem of model change detectiodestimation.
In the history of maneuvering target tracking, hard decision based came to existence first; MM algorithms, which amount to soft decision, took over and have become the vogue of the day, mostly due to the success of IMM algorithm. We believe this paper makes a small step toward explicitly combining the two classes to take advantage of the strength of each class.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the MM smoothing problem and provides an approximate multiple-step-back IMM smoother. Section 3 outlines the SE-IMM scheme. A CUSUM-type model change detection is formulated in Section 4. Section 5 presents performance evaluation results from the simulation of a maneuvering target tracking scenario. Conclusions are given in Section 6.
MM Smoothing
Consider the familiar model of hybrid (continuousdiscrete) system in discrete time k = 0, 1 , 2 , . . . for the purposes of smoothing-enhanced MM filtering. The justification of the IMMS is as follows. For the MM smoothing problem at time 1 given measurement data up to time k the conditional smoothed estimateskovariances and model probabilities are defined with respect to the latest received measurement at time k, i.e.,
Assume now that for a given ko and K > kg (6)- (7) can be done by the one-step smoother IMMS1 for the reset system (8 j ( l 1 ) and measurement equation (2) for k = K . Thus, an overall IMMS algorithm for calculating at time k > ko the smoothed estiobtained, which is given below.
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with .. where AQ,,-l is the likelihood associated with given by the direct forward IMM[rc -1, 4).
Step 4. Smoothed state estimate (output) (e.g., r the time delay associated with obtaining the smoothed estimates. In most applications however such a delay can not be tolerated and using "future measurements" contradicts with the necessity of "real-time" processing. Naturally in such circumstances arises the idea to use the data gathered up to the current time instant to smooth the estimate for some previous time instant, and then to re-run the estimator from that previous moment with the more accurate smoothed estimate. Clearly, for the optimal linear estimators (e.g., Kalman filter) such an idea is completely senseless, because the current optimal estimate is based on all data and cannot be improved in terms of the same optimality criterion. For the approximate, suboptimal, and highly nonlinear estimators (such as GPB and IMM) this approach however makes good common sense. For example, in a similar manner the smoothing-enhanced re-filtering idea is well used in the so-called iterative EKFs. Different MM estimators differ mainly in the re-initialization of the model conditional filters, which to a large extent determines their performance. For instance, the smarter re-initialization of the IMM scheme leads to a better performance as compared to the GPBl scheme. In the same spirit, re-initializing an MM estimator with the smoothed estimate from a given previous moment would expectedly provide superior accuracy of the estimate at the current time. In contrast to the pure smoothing, the SE-IMM-estimate is readily available at the current time with additional computation as com- (14) hioln = ~$ ' -~~) h Q l~-~ (19) pared to the filtering.
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In this paper we implement and investigate a smoothing- Clearly, for ko = k -1 the above IMMS algorithm reduces to the IMMSl algorithm of [8] . More details of the above IMMS algorithm will be given in a forthcoming paper. Here we employ IMMS in the further implementation of smoothing-enhanced IMM filtering discussed next.
Experience with the above SE-IMM scheme (see Section 6) indicated that it does considerably reduce the peak errors of the IMM filter during the transitional (model-change) regimes. As a side effect, however, an accuracy degradation during the system steady states (e.g., nonmaneuvering motion) was observed. A possible reason for this could be a larger impact of the erroneous (non-dominant) models to the overall estimate due to smoothing. The most natural solution to this issue is to use the above SE-IMM only during the filter transitional regimes. Not only would this provide the best estimates available for both steady state and transitional periods but it also would dramatically decrease the overall computation for the entire estimation interval. Note that as a result of this, we have a combination of soft decision and hard decision. In order to make use of this idea an appropriate model change detection mechanism is indispensable. Estimation of the model change instant is also necessary. This is addressed next.
Model Change Detection
Information about mode changes is contained in the current model likelihood functions Ai = P(?kIZk-l, Z k ? mi) and the posterior model probabilities p i l k = P{miIzk}, both provided by the MM filter. In general, the likelihood, while being more sensitive to model changes, is more prone to random fluctuations and false alarms as compared to the model probabilities. The latter are more conservative and more inert in this regard. Experience about the functioning of MM estimators (e.g., IMM) indicates that during a steady mode of the system (i.e., no jumps occur) typically' one of the MM filter's models is dominant, i.e., it has a probability much larger than the other models. When a jump-wise mode change occurs a jump-wise fall in the likelihood and subsequently in the model probability of the dominant model is observed. If the models are well separated such an MM filter's response can be very informative and very fast at the same time.
One of the simplest possibilities to test for a model change based on the above heuristic considerations is to check for a change in the posterior probability of the dominant mode:
where t d is a dominance threshold (e.g., 0.8), depending o r t h e MM design for the problem under consideration. Once a model change is declared by (21) the reverse test can be used for establishing a steady mode of the filter.
In the context of smoothing-enhanced MM filtering, the tests (21) and (22) when it is dominant. In practice they can be evaluated by simulation of steady state (no change) scenarios with true system mode equal to or close to mj. The choice of X and the threshold t is discussed in [9] .
Simulation: Target Tracking

lkacking Problem
We simulated the following well-known example, given in complete details in [ 131. The target-measurement model is within the assumed range, that is, P (a0 = ui} = P i and P (uk = ujIuk-1 = ui} = r j j for i,j = 1,2, . . . , T . III our implementations we used the 13-model set design given bY
with p = 20 x 29, and the same transition probability matrix I I = [7rij] as given by (7) of [13] . The other model parameters are T = ls, Q = 0, R = 12501,q = [SOOO, 25, 8000, 2001'. The performances of several tracking MM tracking and smoothing algorithms, described further, were investigated over a large number of deterministic maneuver scenarios with fixed acceleration sequences. Deterministic scenarios serve to evaluate algorithms' peak errors, steady-state errors and response times. We present a typical scenario with acceleration values given in Table 1 .
Simulation Results
Carlo runs.
All simulation results were obtained based on 500 Monte
Figures I through 4 display comparative results of four different smoothers: HI -one-step back of [8], C1 -onestep back of [5] , C2 -two-step back of [ 5 ] , N2 -the new two-step back, proposed in Section 2. It is seen fist that the performances of HI and C1 are practically indistinguishable for this scenario, although these methods are in general based on different underlying approximations. Second, a substantial improvement is seen from the one-step algorithms to the two-step algorithms. This improvement is particularly remarkable regarding the peak errors during model changes, which is of major concern for the MM filters, and empirically supports the idea of smoothing-enhanced MM filtering, investigated in this paper, Third, the performance of the new proposed 2-step back smoothing scheme is almost identical to that of the augmented smoother C2 [5] . The former however is far less computationally demanding than the latter. From this point of view N2 seems to be a better choice than C2.
Figures 5 and 6 present a comparison between the regular IMM and the one-step back smoothing-enhanced IMM (SE-IMM1). Analogous results for the IMM and the two-step back SE-IMM2 are given in Figures 7 and 8 . Doubtlessly the SE-IMM gives a superior prediction to the regular IMM during the peak-error periods. This is particularly substantial in the position RMSE plots ( Figures   5 and 7) . On the other hand, as a side effect of the additional smoothing the error during the steady state (especially non-maneuvering) motion slightly increased in this scenario. Computational considerations and the observation of this phenomenon supported the natural idea to use smoothing-enhanced IMM filtering only during the transitional (model change) regimes of operation. Such processing not only guarantees the best estimates (available from both IMM and SE-IMM) but also dramatically reduces the overall computational load of the algorithm during the entire tracking period. A more or less successful implementation of this idea is demonstrated in Figures 9 and 10 . The IMM is compared with an SE-IMM with model-change detection (maneuver odoff logic), which launches SE-IMM only during model changing periods. As seen from the plots the steady state error increasing effect can be mitigated together with a huge computational saving at the same time.
Another observation made from comparing Figures 5 and 6 with Figures 7 and 8 , is the small difference between SE-IMM1 and SE-IMM2. It seems that for the tracking scenario considered one-step back smoothing is practically sufficient for the observed peak error reduction.
Conclusion
An enhanced scheme for IMM estimation by smoothed re-initialization, referred to as smoothing-enhanced IMM (SE-IMM), has been proposed this paper. To facilitate its implementation an approximate IMM smoothing algorithm and an CUSUM-type statistical test for model change de- Investigation of the SE-IMM efficiency by simulation has been performed. The simulation results has conf m e d that the SE-IMM estimation can be considerably more accurate in comparison with the IMM filter, in transitional (mode-changing) regimes of the dynamic system. At the same time smoothed re-initialization has been observed to yield sometimes accuracy degradation in steady state regimes. Thus, implementation of the SE-IMM with model-change detection, as proposed in the paper, appears a promising solution. An SE-IMM with model-change detection provides the best estimates available from both IMM and SE-IMM which is achieved by a slight increase in computation over the entire estimation period as compared to the standard IMM. In this way, this paper makes the first small step toward combining the soft-decision (MM) and hard-decision based algorithms to take advantage of the strength of each class, as opposed to previously available pure soft-decision (MM) or hard-decision based algorithms [ 121. 
